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Co-Chairs Reflections on Field Visits
1. Agenda

Co-Chairs Reflections on Field Visits (30’)

Plenary Discussion on Key Challenges (90’)

Rules for this session Dialogue

2. Collective Compromises

Active listening
Respect others’ opinions
Raise hand for requesting and adjoining focused silence
Rules for this session Dialogue

• Speaking time maximum of 2 minutes

• One minute of context, one minute questions + solution

• If I say **TIME** you have 30 seconds to conclude otherwise NEXT will be called without answer to your question
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Historical Mapuche’s Encroachment

Past and Present

Mapuche’s future?

Forestry Dialogue & Relationship with forestry companies at early stages
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1. Three parts involved should be involved:

   Communities, Companies and Government

   Strong asymmetry on either presence or active engagement
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2. Strong lack of satisfaction from communities towards current situation
3. Small scale livelihood actions that will enable community representatives to coexist and reestablish ancestral harmonic relationship with their land
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4. Forestry practices dominating certain landscape & ancestral sacred lands
5. Land tenure, land use substitution, increased tension
6. Augment the support to PFNM (Non-Wood Forestry Products) such as mushrooms, small wood industry enterprises, honey, berries and medicinal plants for enhancing local economy.
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7. The need for a continued dialogue regarding indigenous land & land tenure and land restitution
8. Recent (40-50 years) cultural trait of Chileans not being used to dialogue, thus the absence of dialogue leading to social asymmetries
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9. The start of the walk towards a fare balance and there already exists the effort

It depends on forestry companies grant access to reestablish productive chain and increase area for small scale harvesting
10. The need for a continued dialogue for:
   a) Improve the participative dialogue
10. The need for a continued dialogue for:
   a) Improve the participative dialogue
   b) Rebalance powers
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10. The need for a continued dialogue for:

   c) Advance on establishing indigenous policies
   d) Contribute to a discussion of a policy for medium to large scale of restitution of Mapuche’s territories
THANK YOU!!!
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